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There isn't a role more important to the modern business - more 
pivotal, more influential - than the CMO: keeper of the brand, 

driver of demand, steward of the customer experience. But what 
makes a CMO a CMO? What are the traits and experiences that 

define the role? We went looking for answers.

GENDER

UK 
80 CMOs

US

The typical UK CMO 
is male.

The typical US CMO is
female.

CMOs serve their
companies 8-9 years

before earning their titles,
spending 5-6 years at

each job prior (usually 3).

CMOs serve their
companies 5 years before

earning their titles,
spending 5 years at each

job prior (usually 4).

60% of UK CMOs 
were men.

56% of US CMOs
were women.

ORIGINS

60% of the CMOs were 
British, with 16% of these 

having a European 
background.

100% of CMOs were
US-bred.

EDUCATION

TENURE

CMOs with
advanced degrees*

CMOs with
advanced degrees* 

*Master’s certifications and higher *Master’s certifications and higher 

The majority of UK CMOs attended schools outside of
Oxbridge - suggesting, perhaps, that educational pedigree 

isn't as important to employers as we once thought.

 The majority of CMOs are
promoted from within,

rather than transitioning
from an outside agency.

The majority of CMOs are
promoted from within,

rather than transitioning
from an outside agency.

Advanced degrees - master's and higher - seem
increasingly necessary for CMOs to stay competitive.

8-9 3 5-6
YEARS COMPANIES AT EACH JOB

5 4 5
YEARS COMPANIES AT EACH JOB

On-the-job experience seems the better gauge of 
CMO effectiveness - how well they know the business.
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WHERE WE STARTED

FTSE 100 Index of Companies

70 CMOs
Inc. 5000 List of Fastest-Growing Companies (Mid-Market)

WHAT WE DISCOVERED
The Four Factors of the CMO Profile

Every CMO’s path to success is different. 
Visit our CMO Hub today and start plotting your 

own way forward.


